EXHIBIT 1(c)

During the classical and medieval periods of Muslim history the Islamic
community did not experience sllch political developments in concepts of
authority which were brought abollt by two revolutions:
I.

~eformation

paving the wm'

lor sl!paration oJ' the church

and

the state.
2.

Industrial revolution which translormed the medieval culture into integrated
and cohesive national cultures. These western nnliticnl concepts made
inroads into Muslim thinking during the 19 '11 and 20 '11 centuries when the
Muslim world was exposed to the colonial domination of the European
powns.

The medieval political institutions lasted until the Ottoman Caliphate was
abolished in 1924 when modern Turkey. under Mustafa Kamal Ataturk.
decided to overthrow medieval institutions and organized the young republic
on European lines. accepting its legal. political and cultural values as
guidelines for modernization. III We have sufficient historical evidence to
prove that in establishing a new political order. the Turkish Elite. in the
initial stages of the revolution. had attempted to rationalize their approaches
to modernization in Islamic tenninology.11

Hence we conclud~ that

sovereignty in the modern sense of the term is the most important attribute
of a modern state wherein a modern territorial state must be independent
from control or limitations from within the community. Such a concept is
not compatible with Islamic notion 01' sovereignty because according to
Islamic belief no one can arrogate to nim the claim to absolute. permanent
indivisible authority because Allah. the Almighty is the only sovereign over
the entire universe with ultimate power. This implies that an Islamic society
and its political authority are subject to the Divine Laws in the Quran Jnd a
Muslim State is not free to conduct its foreign aftairs or domestic policies

unrestrained by Quranic Laws. There no appropriate concept that can
accurately explain the idea of state. Similarly the concepts of nationalism,
democracy, socialism and capitalism a<; understood in the western context
are completely foreign to Islam.12 SimilHrly the wo;ds Mulk, Hukm 'J and its
derivations are not used strictly in the political sense in the Quran the term

Shura 'J is used by contemporary Muslim scholars to rationalize modem
democracy in Islam. It means 'consultation' in th<! Quran on affairs of the
community on wide ranging activities excluding certain areas where there is
clear divine guidance or practice of the Prophet. Shura, as practiced in the
life of the Prophet, was not an Islamic innovation but was, in fact,
continuation of the pre-IsLamic tribal institution of AI-Nadwah where
important maLters of the tribe were decided by mutual consultation. With the
advent of blam it was recognized on the foundations of religious affiliation
creating a new kind of popular participation in the deliberations of the
Islamic community. Jla 'ahll as interpreted by Muslim constitutional jurists
implies the doctrine of political obligation. The famous Quranic verse: 'obey
Allah and obey the Prophet and those of you who are in authori,y', 16 is cited
by jurists as the theory of obligatory obedience of the Ummah to the Kalifah.
The Cor,struction of the logical and coherent theory of politics in Islam so
that the natUre, scope and structure of political authority can be determined a
correct understanding after thorough investigation of these concepts is
necessary so that they can be adapted to the requirements of the modem age.
When Pakistan appeared in the world map it had no territorial existence but
it was geographically and politically a part of the Indian sub-content. The
British conquest of India was facilitated by the absence of a single powerful
government which could resist the foreign onslaught. The cr.!ation of
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Pakistan was due to many facto:s .'1.pparently Hindu communalism Muslim
separatism and hatred towards British imperialist designs. But the record of
history is that the conflict between Hindu:; and Muslims had started long
before the British arrival in India. Perhaps Emperor Aurangzeb (1658-1707)
was responsible for increasing Hindu-Muslim tension by trying to Islamize
the Mogul Government Several M\,;slim historians have glorified Aurengzeb
for making Muslims conscious of their separate religious and ideological
identity. But the fact remair.s that under Aurengzeb, Maratha &. Sikh leaders
raised their banners of revolt precisely because of trying to organize his
government on Islamic lines. 17 The British established their rule in India and
after the

abortive revolt of

1857 their hegemony was practically

unchallenged. The Indian Muslims suff.:red in particular at the hands of the
British as disloyal subjects of Her maj(;sty Queen Victoria. The Muslims
were not reconciled to foreign domina1jon and despised infiltration of
foreign culture and language while tho: Hindus did not harbour the same
animosity against the British. They readily adapted themselves into the new
order forging ahead of Muslims laying the foundations of an organized
political movement when the Indian National Congress was set up in 1885,
and, surprisingly enough, it was presided over by an Englishman. IS
When the Muslims still stuck to their aloofness. Sir Sayyed Ahmed Khan,
foreseeing the dangers to the community if it did not adopt itself to the
changing environment by shedding its prejudices, exhorted them to take
modem education. He could also foresee the dangers of a political system
wherein a bigger nation would establish its ascendancy. When the Muslims
realised the dangers and finally started acquiring western education the
British feeling that they had perhaps been unfair to Muslims inaugurates the
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scheme of partition of Bengal in 1905. But on a hue and cry of Hindus
throughout India the British yielded ancl partition \, /as revoked in 1911.
Series of events in the Middle East which confirmed Muslim fears and
suspicious of British policies towards Muslims in general and Muslims
powers like Turkey in pal1icular resulted in the Khil%t Movement 1920-22.
This was a maniage of political convenience between Hindus and Muslims.
For Muslims it was a proclamation of Pan-Islamic solidarity on an
international plane and for the Hindus it was an opportunity to press their
demands through the joint struggle of the two communities.

19

From the Minto-Morley Rdorms to the Government of India Act 1935 the
main objective of the Muslin struggle wc:s security through constitutional
safeguards which the Congrp.ss was never wilJillg to concede. The British
knew that Hindus and Muslim s could not arrive at an agreed solution and
Nehru Report and Jinnah's tamous Fourteen Points confinlled their belief.
The summed up terms for a constitutional settlement by Jinnah included a
federal constitution with residu;Jry powers to provinces, separate electorates,
one third Muslim representation in the central legislative, safeguards for
Muslim culture and a constitutional guarantee that no bill affecting Muslim
interests will be passed ifvetoed by three fourths of the Muslim legislators.
The

dem~nd

for a separate state fc,r the Indian Muslims was first proposed

by Allama Mohammad Iqbal, poet philosopha at the ,mnual session of the
All India Muslim League at Allahabad, ~ city in the heartland of India in
1930. Though earlier, Sir Sayed Ahmed Khan went to lengths to prove that
basically Islam was a rational system and superstitions beliefs and practices
had arisen among Muslims and Sayed Ameer Ali in 'The Spirit of Islam'
painstakingly explained that Islam in its day of glory had been ahead of

3i

other religious in its spirit of tolerance towards minorities and rights of
individuals, it was Iqbal who pointed out ttat there was no need for Muslims
to emulate the westem example in politi.:s or philosophy because the west
had itself become disenchanted and had produced the inequitable capitalist
system and horrible global conflict.;. To Iqbal Islam preached international
brotherhood

and

was

vibrant

with a sense of social justice and

humanitarianism. Since these values need to be reinterpreted in the light of
the modem times, the most important instrument that Indian Islam needed
was a separate Muslim polity. Iqbal dilating on the future course of Muslim
politics in India observed:
"I would like to see the Punjab, NWFP, Sind, and Balochistan
amalgamated into a single state sel f-govt within the British
Empire or without the British Empire, the formation of a
consolidated North-west Indian Muslim state appears to me to
be the final destiny of Muslims, at least of North-west India.,,20
However, it took a decade bdore the concept of a Muslim state could be
formally articulated as a specific political demand of the Indian Muslims in
the form

0:'

the Lahore Resolution at the annual session of the All India

Muslim League on March 23, 1940 under the dynamic leadership of the
Quaid-e-AZ<1rr. (the Great Leader) Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The Lahore
Resolution, also popularly known as the Pakistan Resolution, states:
"Resolved that it is the considered view of this session of the
All India Muslim League that no constitutional plan would be
workable in this country or acceptable to the Muslims unless it
is designed on the tal/owing basic principles, viz, that
geographically contiguvus units are demarcated into regions
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which should be so constituted with

~uch

territorial areas iJ ,

which the Muslims are numerically in majority as in the North
Western and eastern zones of India, should be grouped to
constitute 'Independent States' in which the constituent units
should be autonomous and sl)veleign".21
This was the crux of the Lahore resolution which marked a complete and
final aband(.nment of the policy of reconciliation with the Congress

011

the

basis of a s;ngle polity. A day before the famous Lahore Resolution was
passed,
which

Jinn~h's

becam~

Presidential Address spelled out the two-nation themy

the bedrock of the Muslim League ideology:

"It is extremely difficult to appreciate why our Hindu friends
fail to understand the real nature of Islam and Hinduism. They
are not religious in the strict sense of the word, but are in fact
different and distinct social orders, and it is a dream that the
Hindus that the Hindus and Muslims .:all evolve a common
nationality ... they neither inter"llarry. Ilor intercline together
and, i'1deed they belong to two diTerent civilizations which are
based on conflicting ideas and conceptions. Their aspects on
life and of life are different. It is quite clear that Hindus and
Ml!ssalmans drive their aspirations from different sources of
history. They have different epics, their heroes are different,
and different episodes. Very often the hero of one is the foe of
the other and likewise their victor!es and defeats overlap. To
yoke together two sucn nations under a single state, one as a
ntllr..erical majori ty, must lead to growing discontent and final
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destrJction of any fabric that may be so built up for the
government of such a state" .-'2
So irresistible had become the movement for pal1ition that it would not be
ignored lIt any discussion of the constitutional problem which was hinted at
by Sir Stafford Cripps offer of 1942 whereby a province could withdraw
from the dominion if supported by its population by a plebiscite. The Quit
India Movement launched by the Congress served to demonstrate the
League thesis that India was already politically divided into two rival camps
as the Congress appeal for non-cooperation did not evoke any response from
the Muslims.
From 1940-47 Jinnah played his hand with consummate skill and with
meticulous devotion hI! was able to capture the imagination of the Muslims
and his prestige soared. The Gandhi-Jinnah talks in September 1944 to
resolve the Congress League deadlcck on the issue of Pakistan showed that
there was no meeting of the mir.ds. Gandhi was not prepared to accept a
Pakistan of the Quaid's conception - sovereign and independent in every
respect nor did he concede to the leagues claim that Muslims constituted a
separate nation. To the Quaid, the Lahore Resolution was the key to a
settlement while to Gandhi it would have unlocked the door to the ruination
of the subcontinent. The difference between the two leaders was over the
question of federal and con federal arrangements between the two state!'. For
the first time it was clearly and puhlicly recognized that there were two
leaders, Gandhi representing the Hindus and Jinnah representing the
Muslims, meeting at the summit to resolve! the political deadlock in India.
The next stage was reached when the Viceroy Lord Wavell called a
conference of Indian leaders in June 1945 to hold discussions for the
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r
reconstitution of the Viceroy's Executive Council to include leaders of
Indian political parties in such a way that a balanced representation was
given to the main

communiti~s

the league claimed to have the role right to

nominate all Muslim members of the Council being the sole spokesman of
the Muslims of India. The Viceroy suggested the inclusion of Malick Kbizer
Hyat Khan, the Muslim League pioneer of Punjab who had broken with
Jinnah and the Congress insisted on allother Muslim member of the
Congress for inclusion in the council the con terence failed. Jinnah knew that
once the various Muslim leaders - and particularly the Muslim leaders of the
Punjab, realized they were not likely to get any prize offices by remaining
outside the Muslim League; they would all have to flock to the Muslim
League. Such a stand by Jinnah was bound to win for him great admiration
among the Muslims, for he was satisfying a very deep and religious urge of
his community, namely that for the unity and solidarity of the Millar
(community of believers)~ 1
On July 26, 1945 a Labour Government was established in Britain which
had won a signal victory by its long record of advocacy of India's freedom,
could not adopt delaying tactics. With sYMpathies with the congress it had to
make its own assessment (jf the situation so a parliamentary delegation was
sent to India to elicit !1nswers fO two broad questions:
1.

How long the British could stay in India?

2.

Whether the Muslim League could be taken seriously. 24

The cabinet mission knew that

·,0

have a workable system the support of

both parties was essential but desp;te discussions the difference between the
Congress and the Muslim Leagut rOLlld not be bridged. Announcing their
plan on May 1946, the cabinet mission turned down the demand of a
41

,
sovereign state of Pakistan as impracticable and unworkable. The league
called on Muslims of India to celebrate August 16, 1946 as Direct Action
Day saying that it had no option bLOt to adopt nOll-constitutional means
becausl~

the government was trying to appease the Congress. The British

government in such circumstances fp.lt that a bold policy under a new
Viceroy was needed to save the situatioll. Hence on February 20, 1947; the
appointment of Lord Mountbatten wa; announced Prime Minister Atlee set
June 1948 as the date of British withdrawal and transfer of power. There is
considerable evidence suggesting that soon after Mountbatten arrival, most
of the opponents of partition had veered round to the idea that Pakistan was
inevitable. Sardar Patel remarked, whether we like it or not there are two
nations in India. Now only the mechanics of Pakistan was to be worked out
and the Indian Independepce Act 1947 brought into being the two dominions
of India and Pakistan . Th(; law making power in each dominion belonged to
the legislature of the dominion and until the constitution was framed the
Government of India Act 1935 was to be applied.
The Muslim League, throughout its role as a party defending Muslims
interests in India, constantly reminded. The Musi ims that they would lose
their culture and religious identity under Hindu domination, hence, when it
put the ideal of Pakistan before the Muslims, there were certain questions to
be answered. Would Pakistan be an Islamic statt' based on the Islamic
Ideology? What kind of Islam would be established? Would it be the Islam
with its pristine purity that the Prophet (PBUH) had brought into being or
would there be a re-interpretation of the Quran and Sunnah in the light of
modem times?
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The western educated lawyers, merchants, doctors. journalists, landowners
and civil servants knew that Pakistan meant a state where Muslims will be in
a majority and where basic institution like the army, bureaucracy, industries,
and banks would be under Mudim control. They had not given much
thought to problems of social philosophy, political ideology or Islamization
for that matter. A small group 0" !v1udim intellectuals and young political
leaders were concerned about the ideology of Pakistan. Allama Iqbal had
raised the hopes of 50me of the socialists by suggesting that "social
democracy in some suitable form al'd consistent with the legal principles of
Islam is not a revolution but a return to the original purity of Islam".25 In his
poetry he championed the cause of the poor peasants and the downtrodden
masses but elsewhere his thought also indicated that despite his stress on
Islam's dynamism he

W1JS

conservative and in favour of religious

revivalism. 26
To Muslim socialists like Mian lftikharuddin, nationalisation and equitable
distribution of wealth were more relevant and vital to the future of Pakistan
than the issue of an Islamic state. Idealists and

~ocialists,

orthodoxy and

modernists soon become disenchanted because the promised Islamic state
was in no way a reality and a long

c()n~titutional

and political struggle lay

ahead. The above study makes it evidently clear that a distinction could not
have been made in religion "nd politics in Islam.
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CHAPTER II

2.

ISLAM IN THE INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT

Islam came to the Indian Sub-Continent during 712 A. D., when Muhammad
bin Qasim defeated Raja Dahir of Daibul. Muhammad bin Qasim was sonin-law of Hajjaj bin Yusuf, the UmayyaC: Governor of Iraq. However, he did
not establish a government; however, he left Basra without establishing a
government. It was nearly three centuri.:s later that the seconct phase of the
conquest of India began under the Turks. Mahmud of Ghazna (known as
Mahmud Graznvi), invaded India seventeen tilnes and defeated the Rajput
princes and carried away fabulous wealth. The Ghaznavids were followed by
the Ghauris. They reduced the whole of northern India. Since Muhammad
Ghauri had no son, his Empire was divided among his Turkish slaves. These
were the early Sultans of Delhi. The line started with Qutb-ud-din Aibak.
The dynasty boasted such famou, names as Iitutimush, Balban and Razia
Sultana, the first female Muslim ruler in Muslim history.
The slave dynasty was followed by the Khiljis. Then came the Tughlakhs
followed by Afghans. The height of Muslim power was however achieved
under the Mughal. The dynasty was founded by Eabar in 1526 and lasted
until 1857 when the British exiled the last Mughal Emperor, Bahadur Shah
Zafar, to BUI'::1a.
This was the lowest ebb of Muslim power in India. Muslims entered India as
conquerors in 712 AD. By 1205 they had become masters of the northern
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Indian plains and ruled the greater part of the country until the death of
Aurangzeb in 1707. The Mughal decline of political and economic power set
in the eighteenth century. A series of polit:cal and military moves enabled
the British East India Company to establish de Jacto power. In 1765 Shah
Alam II, the

nom~nal

Mughal t:mperor of India, provided de-Jure basis for

this power by appointing the Company as the Diwan (revenue collector) of
the eastern provinces. After the jeath of Aunmgzeb while political power
gradually slipped from Muslim hands and passed to the British, intellectual
power passed from the ruling elite to the Ulema, the most outstanding of
who was Shah Waliullah (1703·1762), who deeply influenced subsequent
generations of Muslim

scholar~..

In the first decades of the nineteenth century, Indian Islam made a feeble
attempt at rallying its resources under the guidance of Shah Abdul Aziz, son
and successor of Shah Waliullah who ruled that the sub-continent

W'lS

no

longer dar-ul-fslam, a land where Islam enjoyed sovereign authority and
political power. It had been converted into a dar-ul-harb, a land where Islam
was not free.! But with the collapse of the Jihad organized by Sayyid Ahmad
Barelvi, the movement of resistance came to grief. The Muslim millennium
had corn\! to an end .
It must be noted that Islam reached to India and Spain at about the same
time, Mohammad bin Qasim conquered Sind almost simultaneously with
Tariq bill Zayyad who subjugated Spain in the early eighth ..:entury. The
Muslim rule lasted until 1452 A.D. in Sp.lin while it continued in India until
1857 AD. King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella touk over Spain while Queen
Victoria ruled as Empress of India. 30th were Christians, one Protestant, and
the other Roman Catholic. Both saw themselves as defenders of their faith.

4(,

The Roman Catholic Rule in Spain employed the in5trument of Inquisition
to wipe om the Muslims. The persecution was so pervasive and painful, the
intolerance so complete and devastating that not a single Muslim survived in
Spain. In India, the British used the Bible, the bullet and beer to intimidate
the Muslims. They were deprived of their political and economic security;
their religion was subverted; their culture was invaded through English
education. Their language and laws were displaced through the system of
democracy was used to convert them into a permanent minority. But the
British

w~re

not Spaniards. With the exception of occasional atrocities 3uch

as the massacre in lallianwala Bagh, they did not use the Inquisition. They
embarked on a cultural conquest but they were defeated in their own game
by those Indians who learnt their culture in the British universities.
Unlike the Spaniards who spared not a single Muslim, The British left over a
hundred million MU3lims in India. This massive survival is a tribute to the
strength and re3ilience of the Indian Muslim. His sense of identity is so
strong that he was able to cope with two enemies-the British lind the
Hindus. While the Western educated MU3lim dealt with the problem at a
political level the Ulema helped maintain the steel frame of Islam. The form
was as important as the spirit. The ulema played a role in the movement to
oust the British, and helped the common man not to loose heart in the years
of his servitude, poverty and deprivation. There was a mosque in every
village; the call for prayers went forth from th" minarets five times a day,
allegianc..: was proclaimed to God and the Prophet punctually and
persistently. The contribution of the Maulvi to the preservation of l,lam in
the sub-continent over centuries of turmoil cannot be underrated. He helped
maintain an identity and kept intact the form, a basis on which later refor-
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mers and leaders could build. The link with tradition was never snappea, the
glory of the past provided succor, and

~ave

hope of success when the present

appeared too terrible to bear. The Muslims in India passed through hell but
never gave up dreaming of the heaven that was their past.
The history of Indian Islam has, however, seldom inspired the .Indian
Muslim. He has not wanted to revive the rationalist tradition of Akbar.
Jahangir lies buried in Lahore and so does Noor Jahan. Botli are romantic
figures of much significance but

th~

people of Lahore do not care even to

hold a meeting to commemorate them. Mehmud of Ghazna is a hero who
ransack~ci

Somnath: a man of fabulou3 wealth; he is remembered for his

regret at leaving it all behind; but not for anything more significant. The
Indian Muslim recalls with some pride the role played by Aurangzeb in
preserving the purity oflslam but here again while a Mugh."'Ii King is praised
by a

~·ection

of the people. The Pathans came into confli,;t with the Mughal

and resisted their imperial expansion.
When Mr. Jinnah came to Karachi from Delhi in August, 1947, he was
accorded a right royal reception and slogans of 'Shahinshah-i-Pakistan

Zinda Bad', rent the sky. The welcome angered the Quaid-e-Azam who
admonished the emotional crowd against rising a slogan whose import they
understood but little. A lesser man could have worn the crown and founded a
dynasty. In raising the regal slogan at the height of their achievement which
bad cost th~m dearly the people of Pakistan were expressing their gratitude
to the man who had created a 'kingdom' for them. They could not think in
any other terms. Independence to them me3nt the revival of the power that
had been lost to the: British over a century ago. The romantic figure of the
last Mughal Emperor came readily to mind and the people were willing and
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anxious to invest the Quaid-e-Azam wit', the robe and authority of a king.
They would hear and obey him as indeed they had done through the years.
The people were illiterate; concrete images mattered to them more than
abstract concepts of freedom, democracy and fundamental rights. They had
heard of the kings in a thousand years of their history in India and they had
expressed their aspiration for freedom in the only idiom they knew. They
had fought for the Sultan of Turkey as the Caliph, forgetting the humiliating
role played in betraying Islam . The Shohinshah of Iran was the first head of
state to pay a state visit to Pakistan and was accorded a hot welcome.

In the psyche of Pakistani Muslims there is a significant streak which looks
for a savior, a -promised Messiah, a man of destiny, a strong leader who ca.1
lead and decide without wavering. People are impatient and unaware of their
own role, their own responsibility in the e}'citing drama of development and
progress. An illiterate people cannot be blamed for immature judgment.
Their experience in statecraft is negligible. They have not had the freedom
yet to make their own mistakes and learn by them. In all their life only one
general election has been held which is recognized as fair and impartial and
that led to the dismemberment of the country. islam was a great cementing
bond between the two wirgs of Pakistan which were geographically
separated from each other by a thousand miles of Indian Territory. But the
national, racial and linguistic prejUdices prevailed over the liberalizing
influences of Islam and East Pakistan, which became Bangladesh in 1971.
This development shook tile -:onfidence of somt' and steeled the
detelmination of others to pursue the ideal of al1 Islamic State.
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The ideal, without doubt, is the period of the ProfJhet followed by four of his
ablest successors, 'the rightly guided caliphs'. This republican era in the
history of Islam continues to provide inspiration to those who believe that
the message of Islam is IT'eant for all times and all places. The message has
been masked and veiled in tr.c course of history: it has been mauled, twisted
and distorted deliberately by powerful vested interests. But the idea is to
rediscover the revclutionary content of a message which once transformed
the world and may yet perform the same function.
There is no disagreement in Pakistan that Islam must form the basis of life
including the state. What is clear in the Quran and the Sunnah is acceptable
to all. What is, however, not entirel) explicit needs to be determined, and in
so doing one will require faith, imagination, vision and cooperation of the
entire Community to work out the problem. Revivalism is an easy solution
for it requires no intellectual endeavor: i;lihad is infinitely more difficult. In
Pakistan one sees a struggle between different schools of thought in this
regard and it is going to take time before a clear piclure can be expected to
emerge. The past can both be a sinking weight and a source of insp:ration.
We will have to watch how the pc:ople of Pakistan tread the path to the
future. They look upon themselves as a people with a mission; it is their
duty, they believe, to enjoin what is good and to forbid what is bad. And the
touchstone is the Quran, the final message of God to mankind. The Ulema
hold that all the answers to man's probl'!ms are in the Book; others are not so
sure of this claim. They think that que~tions need to be clarified before an
answer can be sought; and in seeking answers to the problems of today one
need not necessarily reconstruct, revive or resuscitate the situation of
yesterday.
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A study of the political and constitutional development in the Indian subcontinent during British rule covers a critical analysis of the British colonial
policies that kept on changing from one pattern to another according to
different ··situations

and

it

also

covers

several

constitutional

and

administrative reforms. Political development in the Indian history continued
in these two important directions. which constitutes the British colonial
policies: it correlates the political development with the constitutional
development in the Indian Subcontiner.t through different stages in the
process

of changing

socio-t!conomic

and

political

conditions.

The

constitutional developments were also meant for an effective administrative
system, which could meet. the needs of colonial masters.

2.1

POLITICAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
THE BRITISH COLONIAL ERA

A study of British colonial policies in the Indian Sub-continent can be seen
as the policy of the counterpoise of the natives agClinst the natives. 1 The long
history of British rule may. therefore. be defined as a record of India's
political

su~jugation

and economic exploitation at the hands of the El'glish

empire-builders for a period of about two hundred years.

The policy of

divide aDd rule, signifying a deliberate and persistent effort on the part of the
Englishm~n

to keep the Indian peopie divided and disunited, as it alone

would enable them to maintain their colonial hegt!mony, through exploiting
the traditional antagonism of the Hindu and Muslim communities.) As a
matter of fact, this policy aimed at keeping the opponents divided, so that
they could never be united and thereby be able to offer any effective
challenge to the authority of the English masters. Even after the transfer of
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administration of India from East India Company to the British Crown. the
colonial policies remained the same. However, the intensity of its
application varied from time to time, as pel the exigencies of the prevailing
situation.~ Therefore, it can be said without any hesitation that t1e vigorous

pursuance of divide and rule policy

ultima\'~ly

resulted in the partition of the

country in 1947.
The eighteenth century proved a turning point in the history of modern India
in view of the fact that the rise of "independent feudal despotism·' in
different parts of the country and the decline of the Moghul Empire, which
prepared a wholesome ground for the political success of the European
colonial nations. In the beginning of the sa,ne century, the English, Dutch
and the French trading corporations were engaged in eliminating each other
from India. However, the British emerged triumphant in their imperialistic
designs for ascendancy after the battle of Plassey in 1756 that resulted in
easy possession of Bengal. As a result, the East India Company was
established in 1757 and got rights implying c:>ntrol over and administration
of revenues in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and the rights of administering civil
justice as well. Finally, with the annexatior. of Punjab in 1849 the English
could consolidate their unchangeable control over the Indian Subcontinent.
Thus, the English assiduously pursued their policy of conquest, annexation
and consolidation ever since the fast decline of the Mogul political order till
the war of independence in 1857.
The insurgency of independence in 1857came as a rude shock or the first
terrific jolt to the British's who called it 'Mutiny'.; It compelled the English
rulers to

revise their colcnial policy of conquest, annexation and

consolidation in a way signifying gradual but cautious association and co-
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operation of the local people. The British Parliament enacted the
Government of India Act, 1858, dnd assumed sovereign power over India
with a v,ew to overcoming the chaos and confusion, which prevailed in the
country. ,With the transfer of Sovereignty to the British Crown, bureaucratic
rule was firmly established in India.

2.1.1 :THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT 1858
This Act was the product of the rude shock that the British's had from the
War of Independence what they called by the notorious name of 'the Indian
Mutiny' . It transferred the administratioi1 of India from the Company to the
Crown. All powers hitherto exercised by the Board of Directors and Court of
Proprietors were transferred to the Secretary of State for India-a membcr of
the British Cabinet drawing salaries and emoluments rrom Indian revenues.
The Secretary of State was to be assisted by a body, called India Council,
consisting of 15 members, 8 of whom wer-: to be nominated by the Crown
and 7 elected by the outgoing Directors."
The Act of 1858 is very significant in the view that it has paved the way for
the

accommodation of loc.;als

in administration and

expansion of

administrative structure. Through this Act it becomes evident that- there is a
positive correlation between constitutional development and administrative
change.

However, the real ;:Joint of significance of this Act should be

discovered in the termination of th-:: rule of the Company and its substitution
by the rule of the Crown. In general, the nature of the British administration
remained the same. That is why Lord Derby, the then Prime Minister, said
that 'the transference of the authority of the Crown is more real than
nominal, .7
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The British policy until the end of the nineteenth century was to maintain
law and order by strengthening militarj and administrative services. Since
India was the best market for British manufactured goods, raw material and
labor, the maintenance of law and order was givt!n the highest priority. The
Indian Civil Service performed this function efficiently, while the
government played the role of a referee controlling a fight rather than that of
an architect designing a temple of wealth. x Promise was also made to
stimulate peaceful industry cf India, to promote works of public utility and
improvemenl and to administer its government for the benefit of all the
subjects' resident therein. It wa; very clearly proclaimed that "Wf! desire no
extension of our present terdtorial

posses~ions ....

We shall respect the rights,

the dignity and honor of the Native Pri'1ces as our OWIl.,,9
The educated Indians hailed the royal proclama!ion. Thus began the new era
of English colo:lialism, as described by Lord T. B. MacaulaylO The
Benevolent Despotism'-'Benevolent' as the new policy signified association
of the Illdian people with the alien administration and 'Despotism' as the
English Government was kept as irresponsible and autocratic as before.
While the British government was consolidating its rule in India, it
performed several essential functions . In 1835, the British introduced the
English system of education into India.
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The British also improved the

system of communication with a view to facilitating the growth of the
British-owned

industries and the

movement of British troops and

manufuclured goods. The medium of Western education ar.d the English
language as medium of communication <Iso exposed the Indian middle class
to Western thought and tradition. Amung the peoples of Inria, the Hindus
were more willing to acquire western secular education, which ultimately
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brought into existence of a new integrated all-India class with a varied
background but a common loreground of knowledge, ideas and values.
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From the political aspirations of this class was born modem Inrlian
nationaUsm. It was Western in concept and was strengthened by the unifying
effects of the British rule and by the discovery of India's past under the
au spicer. of Western scholarship. The demand tor self-government that
asserted by Indian nationalism in due course was also characteristically
Western. Freedom and a democratic ideal became the fOCllS of the Indian
politic.',. This emerging middle class how<.!ver was not satisfied with British
autocratic rule and expressed its dissatisfaction throut;h various attacks on
the Vernacular Press Act, the Arms Act, and the Ilbert Bil1. 1J
A new step in the direction of pursuing

thi~

policy of a.ssociation was taken

in 1861 when the Indian Councils Act was passed whereby, for the first
time, Indians were nominated as the members of the Executive Council for
legislative purposes. It obviously meant association (If the native element
with the alien administration in appreciation of which Sir Bartle Frere said,
that the addition of the native element to the Council has, I think, be(;ome
necessary unless one is prepared for the perilous experiment of continuing to
legislate for millions of people with few means of knowing except by a
rebellion, whether the laws suit them or not. 14

2.1.2 THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT OF 1861
In order to give a semblance of implementation to the policy of association
as contained in the Royal proclamation of November I, 1858, the Act of
1861 was passed. It added some adriitional members, not more than 12 and
not less than 6, to the Supreme Counci: for the purposes of legislation. They
were to be nominated for two years by the Governor-General. Not less than
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